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Post-Conceptual Art Practice: New Directions — Part Two
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Foreword

Introduction

Grange Hotels are very keen to showcase works of art and to provide an environment
for new artists to show large and ambitious works in public spaces. We are pleased
to support Plastic Propaganda’s initiative to display their work in our hotels, thereby
providing the artists with an opportunity to reach mass audiences who would
otherwise not see their works.

Among the distinctive changes of the late 1980s and in the initial years of the decade
which followed, was the shift towards the use of new curatorial and exhibition
venues. What became the nucleus of the so-called ‘YBAs’ – the Young British
Ctvkuvu"/"yjqug"yqtm"fgÝpgf"vjg"ewnvwtcn"ugpukdknkv{"qh"cp"gtc."qtkikpcvgf"kp"vjg"wug"
of vacant, post-industrial dockland spaces. In the decade which followed, much of
London’s gallery infrastructure re-located from the West to the capital’s East End,
forced out by punitive rents and an art market which had begun to register the
aftershocks of mass unemployment and social dislocation.

Fkurnc{kpi" Ýpg" ctv" kp" cp" cnvgtpcvkxg" urceg" ecp" qhvgp" tghqewu" vjg" yqtm" d{" rncekpi"
it in a different context. It also provides an unusual yet stimulating backdrop for
hotel guests and corporate professional clientele using the hotel’s facilities. The
essence of the hotel’s public spaces reproduces the large white cube environment
of a gallery that reacts directly to the artwork being shown here.
The particular spaces chosen for the artworks give them the chance to breathe and
to be contemplated at leisure. It is a surprise to encounter original contemporary art
in this modern hotel arena. The cultural implication of the paintings and sculptures
gives viewers an opportunity to escape from their expected activity into an existence
outside the hotel environment and the everyday.
We want our guests to enjoy and be stimulated by these works of art and feel that
their presence enriches the overall environment of the hotel.

Grange Hotels, March 2012

Over twenty years on, after a long bull market, a post-industrial UK again confronts
economic recession. Faced with funding cuts to colleges, art schools and state
rcvtqpcig." ctvkuvu" jcxg" tgurqpfgf" ykvj" kppqxcvkqp." Þckt" cpf" rtciocvkuo0" Uqog"
work in collectives or self-curate. The doubling or collectivising of artistic agency,
demonstrated, for example, by Claire Fontaine, KennardPhillips, Pil and Galia
Mqnngevkx"cpf"UWRGTHNGZ."wpfgtnkpgu"c"ujkhv"vq"oqtg"Þgzkdng."rquv/Hqtfkuv"oqfgu"
of cultural production.
William Henry and Angus Pryor’s latest exhibition of work has been installed at the
Itcpig"Vqygt"Dtkfig"Jqvgn0"Vjgkt"Ýtuv."cv"vjg"Yguv"Ykpvgtictfgp."Ecpct{"Yjcth"
*4232+"ycu"uvcigf"cv"vjg"jgctv"qh"NqpfqpÓu"Ýpcpekcn"fkuvtkev0"Vjg"fgnkdgtcvg"ejqkeg"qh"
dqvj"xgpwgu"ukipkÝgu"c"dtqcfgt"eqpuvgnncvkqp"qh"nkpmcigu"dgvyggp"ewnvwtcn"rtqfwevkqp"
and a more expansive engagement with audience and viewing communities for
eqpvgorqtct{" ctv0" Kp" vjg" 3;82u." vjg" Ukvwcvkqpkuv" Kpvgtpcvkqpcn" eqkpgf" vjg" kfgc" qh"
‘détournement’ to describe the use of urban spaces for appropriation and critique. A
half century on, a post-conceptual generation of artists are exploring new locations
for showing and situating their practice within a culture industry which has proven
equally as responsive and resilient.

Ft"Itcpv"Rqqmg"HTUC."Uejqqn"qh"Ctvu."Wpkxgtukv{"qh"Mgpv
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William Henry: Perspectives on Practice
Interview by Grant Pooke, History & Philosophy of Art Dept., University of
Kent, February 2012.
GP: How long have you been making work?
WH: I’ve been making 3D work from the very beginning of my formal art education
cv"vjg"Wpkxgtukv{"qh"Mgpv"kp"42260"K"tgogodgt"vjg"xgt{"Ýtuv"fc{"Î"uwffgpn{"oqxkpi"
from a linear dimensional representation straight to expressing the same but in 3D.
Kv"uggogf"vjg"oquv"pcvwtcn"vjkpi"kp"vjg"yqtnf"hqt"og"vq"fq0"Uwffgpn{"K"hgnv"htgg"cpf"
in control – making choices for me.
GP: Why the preference for three dimensions?
WH: I use 3D as a relational aesthetic within the real world. For example, MattaClarke had his inside/outside buildings which changed perception of their relationship
to the surrounding environment. Also, Grenville Davey enlarged everyday objects,
throwing perception into confusion by creating industrial equivalents of Greek
pediments.
GP: Do you approach the selection and manipulation of motifs in a preplanned way, or is the making process more free-form and intuitive?
WH: Yes, there is a degree of pre planning – there has to be. I’ve always been
systematic and had to be in a former professional life. However through expressive
means, I’ve let chance play a role in my work by creating an image through form.
GP: Is there any particular artist you identify with? Why?
Octegn"Fwejcor."qh"eqwtug."hqt"uq"xgt{"ocp{"fkhhgtgpv"tgcuqpu="Tcejcgn"Yjkvgtgcf"
*hqto+="Dtkcp"Vqnng"*dtkpikpi"c"ugpug"qh"Þwkfkv{"kpvq"cp"kpcpkocvg"qdlgev+="Gtykp"Ywto"
*ujcrgu"cpf"dgpfu+="Fqtku"Ucnegfq"*ugpug"qh"nquu"cpf"ogoqt{"vjtqwij"vjg"wug"qh"
objects – the missing) and Gabriel Orozco.
GP: You are on record as describing your work as being ‘fabricated from
readymades.’ These references to the Duchampian tradition were explicit in
the Canary Wharf show back in 2010. Firstly, how would you characterise the
work completed for the latest installation?
WH: I have tried to continue that tradition where the objects have been distorted
again by a process. The starting point is always the same, and the object will have
a personal connect with me, but the end result can be unexpected.
4

GP: Duchamp’s readymades were noted for their apparent contingency. Many
of the objects he selected seemed pretty random, but looking at several of
the pieces showcased here, there is an appreciably musical theme. The
analogies made by formalist critics like Clement Greenberg and Michael Fried
of the visual art they liked to musical composition are well known. Is this
connection the reason behind your own, more literal choice of motif? If not,
what has determined your selection of instruments to cast?
WH: No I don’t pick an object at random. I consider, reject, and choose with purpose,
in the same way a painter makes a choice of colour or brush size. Music has played
a strong part in my upbringing. I remember labouring hard with the clarinet; my
dtqvjgtu" rnc{gf" dqvj" vjg" xkqnkp" cpf" Þwvg." dwv" K" ugg" c" pcvwtcn" fgxgnqrogpv" vcmkpi"
rnceg" htqo" o{" ujqy" cv" Ecpct{" Yjcth" yjgtg" vjg" Ýpcn" rkgegu" K" etgcvgf" kpenwfgf"
Strung Out (2010). The instruments are objects of beauty which, in the wrong
hands, can produce awful sounds. This is an area I want to continue to explore – a
journey into the world of music where not just the instruments are distorted to create
an artefact but perhaps the idea of sound itself.
IR<" Ikxgp" uqog" qh" vjgug" fkuvkpev" kpÞwgpegu." fq" {qw" rgtegkxg" c" vgpukqp"
between a post-Duchampian, concept-lead aesthetic, and a more formalist
kpÞgzkqp"vq"{qwt"rtcevkegA""

abstract. Were you conscious of these antecedents in any way?
WH:"[gu"fgÝpkvgn{#"K"Ýpf"eqohqtv"kp"ugtkcnkv{"cpf"tgrgvkvkqp"Î"5"dtqvjgtu"Î"5"ejknftgp"
Î"cnn""vjg"ucog"dwv"xgt{"fkhhgtgpv"kp"gxgt{"yc{0"Qpn{"vjg"ugz"ku"vjg"ucog"Î"c"Ýpigt"ku"
c"Ýpigt"cpf"cp"g{g"ku"cp"g{g"dwv"gcej"rctv"ku"fkhhgtgpv"cpf"gcej"yjqng"ku"fkhhgtgpv"="
better maybe, but that’s subjective - and that’s the point I feel.
GP: More generally, with this exhibition, it seems to be a new dimension to
your practice. How do you account for the shift?
WH: My Canary Wharf show demonstrated the link to Minimalism and postMinimalist practice and these works continue to do so. Any shift highlights a
practice development, perhaps becoming more thematic with a desire to explore
deeper and with more thoroughness.
GP: In recent years, repetition and permutation have been given a more
macabre and subversive edge within contemporary practice. In one striking
comment a couple of years back, you described your work as emblematic of
‘personal illness’ and as ‘metaphors for broken-ness’. Do you still perceive
your practice in this way

WH<"VjcvÓu"c"iqqf"swguvkqp#"KÓo"eqpvkpwcnn{"vt{kpi"vq"Ýijv"ykvj"dqvj"Î"vjg"eqpegrv"ku"
very important to me and I want to describe or show it in many alternative ways. The
key for me is that the new object is recognisable from its origin but shows distinctive
new characteristics which are different or even better perhaps.

WH: Yes very much so. The sculptures shown here at Grange Tower Bridge
Hotel, function as the object they represent, but also as a metaphor for the human
eqpfkvkqp0"Vjku"yqtm"tgÞgevu"vjg"uvcvg"c"rgtuqp"igvu"vq"qpeg"vjgkt"kpkvkcn"eqpfkvkqp"
changes, whether the cause is physical, mental or debilitating in another way. I am
like many in the artworld, expressing life experiences through my art, focusing on
vjkpiu"iqqf."dcf."gxgt{fc{"cpf"qp"qdlgevu"qh"korqtvcpeg"cpf"ukipkÝecpeg"vq"og0

GP: Can we look in detail at one of your installed pieces; the triptych of
cell phones. One, still attached to its base, has folded over and has almost
collapsed in on itself. The casting process and the melting heat of the
blowtorch, has made the object seem organic. Can you take us through the
various technical processes involved in making these and similar pieces?

GP: One implication might be that making art is in some way cathartic.
Personally, do you judge this to be the case? If so, how is this manifested
itself in relation to your own experience.

WH: Uwtg0"Hktuvn{."K"rtgrctg"vjg"tgcf{ocfg."ocmg"c"uknkeqpg"qt"xkp{n"oqwnf"."vjgp"
make a cast of wax, apply heat and/or manipulate, allowing it to solidify. I create a
hwtvjgt"uknkeqpg"oqwnf"cpf"cickp"c"Ýpcn"tgukp"qt"ycz"ecuv0
GP: Although the phones are among the smallest individual pieces on
show, they share an interest in seriality and repetition. They reminded me of
Minimalist and post-Minimalist practice, although your motifs are clearly not

WH: The work is not therapeutic, although it might have been eight years ago. It’s
about how we react to people. Do we react as if they are broken, or should we
see them evolving or metamorphosing into a new dynamic persona? I explore the
poignancy in that change through an aesthetic presence – one of beauty!
GP: Staying with this association, your sculptures are blowtorched and
melted; forms are distorted, made mutable and organic. For example the three
white mounted clarinets lean over like wheat in winter. Do you recognise
characterisations of your work as evocative of a kind of stasis and entropy?

WH: Qj"{gu"fgÝpkvgn{."xgt{"owej"uq0""KvÓu"vjg"xgt{"guugpeg"Î"vjg"swguvkqpu"rqugf"Î"
are they being blown or pushed by an external force or is it strength from within that
is forcing them to straighten? It is this inner strength that is more important to me.
GP: Does your work have a social or political dimension?
WH: Political – no, social maybe, but it’s more a facet of the human condition and
our responses to each other, particularly society’s reaction to people with both
rj{ukecn"cpf"ogpvcn"fkucdknkvkgu0"Uqog"okijv"dg"dtqmgp"dwv""vjcv"fqgu"pqv"tgpfgt"
vjgo"wugnguu"cpf"htqo"cfxgtukv{"eqogu"uvtgpivj0""Uvtgpivj"fqgupÓv"tgukfg"kp"jcxkpi"
never been broken, but in the courage required to grow strong in the broken places.
There can be beauty in this, but derived from a readymade.
GP: Galleries are essentially commercial showrooms where people go
urgekÝecnn{"vq"dw{"ctv0"Cnvjqwij"vjg"rtqÝv"korgtcvkxg"oc{"dg"vjg"ucog."jqvgn"
chains exist to serve other needs. Whilst there are precedents for this, do you
perceive that there is a danger that art exhibited in this context might run the
risk of being relegated to decoration or interior design? If so, in what ways do
you feel that your work circumvents this possibility?
WH: No far from it. My work is for people to see. In Canary Wharf we had 500 people
an hour going past the show in a public thoroughfare and here the viewing numbers
will be big too – so much more than being tucked away in a gallery where only art
purists visit. There is a real opportunity to seek a blend of contemporary art in a
modern hotel space. This hotel environment provides an eclectic mix of users who
utilise the space in differing ways, for business, meetings, rest, entertainment and
relaxation etc. The art can provide an opportunity for contemplation or discussion;
a form of common ground or an ice breaker.
GP: Do you have any plans for the medium and longer term development of
your practice?
WH: Yes, plenty, some of which are happening quicker than anticipated. The
practice is growing - my work is being seen by wider audiences. The works are now
going abroad to Taiwan next month and to India in the autumn. Longer term there
are plans for New York so the outlook is bright. The work is for people to see not
just for those visiting art galleries!
Grant Pooke’s Contemporary British Art: An Introduction was published by
Routledge in 2011.
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Euphonium, 2012 brass and paint

Knights Lounge
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Charcoal, 2012, plaster

French Horn, 2012 brass and paint

Knights Lounge

Three Trumpets, 2012, brass, copper
and paint

Strung Out, 2010 ceramic and wire

Unplugged, 2010 plaster
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Angus Pryor: Personal Narratives, Disguised Narratives
Interview by Mike Walker, Grange Tower Bridge Hotel, January 2012
c ぎ"#ﾐｪ が"ｪﾗﾗS" ﾗ"HW"ｴW Wが"ｷﾐ" ｴｷ " W "gﾐW"ｴﾗ Wﾉが"
ﾗ ﾐSWS"H " ﾗ " ﾗ ﾆく"”ﾗ " W W"
Wﾉﾉｷﾐｪ"ﾏW"W; ﾉｷW " ｴ; " ｴｷ "ｷ "ﾏﾗ W" ﾗ ﾆ" ｴ;ﾐ" ﾗ げ W"W ｴｷHｷ WS"ｷﾐ"ﾗﾐW"ｪﾗ"aﾗ ";" W "ﾉﾗﾐｪ"
ﾏWが"ｷa"W W く"#ﾐ "Hｷｪ"
ｷ W い"""
AP: I suppose the surprise is seeing the hang and from when I made them. Having a
Wﾉ; ﾗﾐ ｴｷ " ｷ ｴ" ｴWﾏ"ｷﾐ" ｴW" Sｷﾗ"ｷ " W "SｷdW Wﾐ "a ﾗﾏ" ｴWﾐ" ｴW げ W"I ; WS"ｷﾐ";" ;IWく"
Nげ W"HWIﾗﾏW" W "SW ;IｴWS"a ﾗﾏ" ｴWﾏ"に"N"Sﾗﾐげ "aWWﾉ"ﾉｷﾆW"N"ﾗ ﾐ" ｴW W" ;ｷﾐ ﾐｪ ";ﾐ ﾏﾗ Wく
c ぎ"~ｴｷ "ｷ ";"ｪ W; " ;IW" Wげ W"ｷﾐ"ｴW Wが"HWI; W" ﾗ "I;ﾐ" WW" ｴWﾏ"a ﾗﾏ" ﾗ"ﾏ;ﾐ "SｷdW Wﾐ "
ﾉ;IW " ;ﾐS" ｴW げ W" ｪW ﾐｪ" ﾗ" ﾏ Iｴ" ﾐ; ;ﾉ" ﾉｷｪｴ く" N" ｴ; Wﾐげ " HWWﾐ" ﾉﾗﾗﾆｷﾐｪ" ﾗ ﾐS" ;ﾐS"
ｴｷﾐﾆｷﾐｪが"けﾗｴが" ｴ; げ " ﾗﾗ"ｴｷｪｴくげ"Nﾐ"a;I が"ﾏ "ﾏ;ｷﾐ" ｴﾗ ｪｴ "ｷ "ｴﾗ "ｪ W; "ｷ "ｷ " ﾗ"ｪW "Sｷ ;ﾐIW"
a ﾗﾏ" ｴW W" ;ｷﾐ ﾐｪ く"Nﾐ" ｴW" W ; ;ﾐ " ｴW げ W" ｷｪｴ "; ; "a ﾗﾏ" ﾗ ";ﾐS" ｴW "ﾆWW " ｴWｷ "
Iﾉ; ｷ く
APぎ"”W;ｴが" ｴW "ｴ; W";"Hｷｪ"ｷﾏ ;I "ｷﾐ" ｴW Wく"" ｴWﾐ" W" W W"g " ｷW ｷﾐｪ" ｴW" ;IW"N" Wﾐ "ｷﾐ"
ｴW W";ﾐS"ｴ;S";"ﾆｷﾐS"ﾗa"yﾗ ｴﾆﾗ"ﾏﾗﾏWﾐ ぁ"c "ｴW; " ; " ｷﾐﾆｷﾐｪ";ﾐS"N" ; " ｴｷﾐﾆｷﾐｪ"け ｴ; "
;ﾏ"N"Sﾗｷﾐｪいげ"H " ｴWﾐ"N" ｷ W"ﾉｷﾆWS" ｴWﾏく
c ぎ"”ﾗ "I;ﾐ"Iﾗ W" ｷ ｴ" Wﾗ ﾉW"W; ﾐｪ"ｷﾐ"a ﾗﾐ "ﾗa" ｴWﾏが" ｴWﾐい
APぎ"”W が"N" ;ﾐ " Wﾗ ﾉW" ﾗ"W; "ｷﾐ"a ﾗﾐ "ﾗa"ﾏｷﾐWく"Nげﾏ"ﾐﾗ " ｴ; " WIｷﾗ ";Hﾗ "ｷ く"N"ﾉｷﾆW" ｴWﾏ"
ﾗ"HW"ﾉﾗﾗﾆWS"; く"~ｴW げ W"ﾐﾗ ";ﾉ ; ｷWIW く"vWﾗ ﾉW"ｴ; W"HWWﾐ"Iﾗﾏｷﾐｪ"ｷﾐ";ﾐS"ｴ; ｷﾐｪ";" W "
ｪﾗﾗS" W;I ﾗﾐ" ﾗ" ｴWﾏき" Wﾗ ﾉW"Iﾗﾏｷﾐｪ"ｷﾐ"ﾗﾐ" ｴW"g "S; " W"ｴ ﾐｪ" ｴWﾏ";ﾐS" ; ｷﾐｪが"け~ｴW W"
S; ﾆ" ;ｷﾐ ﾐｪ ぐ ｴW げ W" W;ﾉﾉ "HﾉW;ﾆ"; Wﾐげ " ｴW いげ""#ﾐS" ｴW "; Wく""}ﾗ" ｴW げ W" ｷIﾆWS" "ﾗﾐ"
ｴ; " ;ｷｪｴ ; ; く"N"aﾗ ﾐS" ｴ; " ｷ W" Wa W ｴｷﾐｪく""N げ ";" W;ﾉﾉ "ﾏｷ WS"H;ｪ"ﾗa" Wﾗ ﾉWき"ｪ W が"
ﾗ ｷ が"H ｷﾐW " Wﾗ ﾉW";ﾐS"I W; W く"Nﾐ";" ;ﾐｪW" ; " ｴW" ;ｷﾐ ﾐｪ "ﾉﾗﾗﾆ"ﾗ "ﾗa" ﾉ;IW"aﾗ "
ｴW"ｴﾗ Wﾉが" ﾗ" Wﾗ ﾉW" ﾗﾐSW " ｴ; げ "ｪﾗｷﾐｪ"ﾗﾐく
c ぎ"~ｴ; "ﾉW;S " ﾗ"ﾗﾐW" W ﾗﾐ" ｴ; "N" ;ﾐ " ﾗ"; ﾆ" ﾗ く"Kﾗ "ﾏ Iｴ"Sﾗ" ﾗ "ﾏ;ﾆW"ｪ ﾗ
ﾗa" ;ｷﾐ ﾐｪ い"Kﾗ "ﾏ Iｴ"; W" ﾗ " ｴｷﾐﾆｷﾐｪ";Hﾗ "ｪ ﾗ "ﾗ " ｴWﾏ; I"ﾉｷﾐﾆ い

"

APぎ"cﾗ "ﾗa" ｴW" ﾏWぁ""}ﾗ" ｴWﾐ"N" ; ";" W ｷW "ﾗa" ;ｷﾐ ﾐｪ "N"ﾐW W " ; ";"ﾗﾐWどﾗd"H " ; "
ｴｷﾐﾆｷﾐｪ";Hﾗ "ﾏ ﾉ ﾉW ";ﾐS" ｴW" Wﾉ; ﾗﾐ ｴｷ "HW WWﾐ"ﾗﾐW" ;ｷﾐ ﾐｪ" ﾗ";ﾐﾗ ｴW が"ﾗﾐW"ｷﾏ;ｪW"
ﾗ";ﾐﾗ ｴW く"}ﾗ" ｴW Wげ ";"ﾆｷﾐS"ﾗa" W Wﾐ ;ﾉ"ﾐ; ; Wが"ﾐﾗ "ﾐWIW ; ｷﾉ " ﾗ" ｴﾗ " ﾗｪW ｴW が"H "
ｴ; げ "ﾏ "ｷﾐ WﾉﾉWI ;ﾉ" ﾗIW "ﾗa"ﾏ;ﾆｷﾐｪが"ﾗa"ｴﾗ "N" ｴｷﾐﾆく"}ﾗ"N" ｷ ;ﾉｷ W" ; ﾐｪ" ﾗｷﾐ が"ﾐﾗ "
WﾐS" ﾗｷﾐ く"" ｴWﾐ"N"ﾏ;ﾆW";" ;ｷﾐ ﾐｪ"Nげ W"ｪﾗ "ﾐﾗ"ｷSW;" ｴ; "ｷ げ "ｪﾗｷﾐｪ" ﾗ"ﾉﾗﾗﾆ"ﾉｷﾆWく"}ﾗ"Nげﾉﾉ" ; "
;ﾐS"Nげﾏ"ﾐﾗ " W" ｴ; "Nげﾏ"Sﾗｷﾐｪ" ｷ ｴ"ｷ ";ﾐS"N"Wﾐ W "ｷﾐ ﾗ" ｴｷ "ﾆｷﾐS"ﾗa" ｴﾗ ｪｴ " ﾗIW が"ﾉｷﾆW";"
ﾃﾗ ﾐW " ｴ ﾗ ｪｴ" ｴW" ;ｷﾐ ﾐｪく"N"ﾆWW " ｴｷﾐﾆｷﾐｪ"Nげﾏ"ｪﾗｷﾐｪ" ﾗ"ﾏ;ﾆW" ｴｷ " W aWI " ;ｷﾐ ﾐｪく
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AP:"N"ﾉﾗﾗﾆ"; "; ";"ﾉﾗ く""N" W"ｴｷ ﾗ く"Nﾐ";" ﾗ ﾏﾗSW ﾐ";ｪW" ｴW W" W" ;ﾉﾆ";Hﾗ "I ﾉ W" ; ｴW "
ｴ;ﾐ"ｴｷ ﾗ が"N"ﾃ " WaW " ﾗ"Hﾗ ｴく"N" WW" ｴWﾏ"; " ｴW" ;ﾏW" ｴｷﾐｪく""N" WaW " ﾗ" ｴWﾏ"ｷﾐ" ｴW" ;ﾏW"
; く"}ﾗ"Nげﾉﾉ"ｪﾗ" ﾗ" WﾐｷIW"ﾗ " ﾗ"dW "”ﾗ ﾆ";ﾐS"Nげﾉﾉ" W";" WaW WﾐIW" ﾗ" ｴW"Iｷ " ｷ ｴ";" WaW WﾐIW" ﾗ"
cjc#"ﾗ " ｴW"cW く"N" ";ﾐS"ﾏ;ﾆW" ｴW W" ﾗ ﾆ " ﾗ" ｴW げ W";ﾉﾉ"Iﾗﾐ ﾏｷﾐｪく"}ﾗ"ｷ げ "ﾉｷﾆW" WWｷﾐｪ"
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Doliphilia, 2009/2010, oil based media, plasticine on canvas, 8.5m x 2.5m
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The Deluge, 2007, oil & caulk on canvas, 2.4m x 2.4m
Love & Death, 2009, oil, caulk and plasticine on canvas, 2.4m x 4.8m

Detail of The Marriage, 2007, oil & caulk on canvas, 2.4m x 2.4m
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Venice, 2006, oil on canvas, 0.91m x 0.6m

The Garden of Earthly Delights, 2011, oil, caulk, plasticine & readymade, 9m x 2.5m

MAD, 2008, oil & caulk on canvas, 2.4m x 2.4m
The Marriage, 2007, oil & caulk on canvas, 2.4m x 2.4m
Canterbury Giant, 2008, oil & caulk on canvas, 2.4m x 2.4m

Stack, 2009/2010, oil, caulk & plasticine, 14m x 3m

Detail from The Garden of Earthly Delights, 2011, oil, caulk, plasticine & readymade, 9m x 2.5m
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Interior: Grange Tower Bridge Hotel
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Grange Tower Bridge Hotel
67"Rtgueqv"Uvtggv
London E1 8GP
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Post-Conceptual Art Practice: New Directions — Part Two
William Henry and Angus Pryor
Grange Tower Bridge Hotel
45 Prescot Street
London
E1 8GP
January — December 2012
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